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AS Council Vetoes Ski Club Funds
"Travel Policy" Reverses
Finance Committee Ruling

Vol. 14-No. 12

Football Grants and Aids got a
$1,000 increase Thursday night
and a Ski Team request was
thrown back to Finance Committee after a confusion-filled hour
of discussion in A. S. Council.
Finance Committee approved
a request from Head Football
Coach Dave Holmes, asking for
additional funds. Holmes did not
specify an amount but asked
that last year's amount be increased. Athletic Grants and
Aids previously amounted to
$3,000. The budget hike was a
25 per cent increase over last
year. Council approved a report
of the action which was submitted by Treasurer,- Bob Clark.
Not 111 of Finance Committee's
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activities met with Council approval. Finance had previously
granted
the
Savage Winter
Sports Club partial support for
participation in the Bend, Oregon, Winter Ski Carnival. The
Ski Club was dissatisfied with
the initial amount and consequently presented Council with a
bid for a higher figure. It was
discovered that at the time of
the meeting the organization was
not recognized by A.S.C. Another
disqualifying factor arose over
a violation of the A. S. travel
policy. Ski Club_ was. requesting
help for two trips. The travel
policy allows for only one per
organization.

,.

j
••oh Nol Not the eight ball again."

Mass Media Discussed
By Canadian Tomorrow
"The Mass Media and the Political Process" will be the topic
of a talk by Dr. Dallas W.
Smythe in the EWSC Student
Union Thursday 9:30 a.m.
Dr. Smythe is chairman of the
division of social sciences at the
University
of
Saskatchewan,
Canada. He was formerly research professor of communications, Institute of Communications Research and Graduate College, and chairman of the Committee on Graduate Study in
Communications, UniveJrs~y of
Illinois.
He has had extensive experience in government service as
economist for the Central Statistical Board in Washington,
D.C.; senior economist, Division
of Statistical Wage and Hour Division, U.S. Department of Labor;
principal economist, Division
of Statistical Standards, Bureau
of Budget; chief economist, federal Communications Commission, 1943-48.
Dr. Smythe has written several
books, including "The Structure
and Policy of ~lectronic Communications," "Canadian Television and Sound Radio Programmes: An analysis," and
"The TV-Radio Audience and Religion, which he co-authored with
Everett C. Parker and David W.
Barry.
He al1Jo wrote--four reports on

monitoring studies of television
programs in New York, Los Angeles and N(;!w Haven for the
Fund for Adult Education and
the National Association of Education Broacasters, 1951-53.

·SWEA Meeting
Is Rescheduled
The SWEA meeting scheduled
for February 4 has been cancelled. The next meeting, which will
be held on February 18, will feature a French movie entitled
"Passion Fllr Life". Everyone is
welcome to attend.

- Filing For

AS Officer
Positions.
Closes
Next Monday

Feb. 3

Library Has
New Hours
Have you heard the library is
now open on Sundays till 10: 00
p.m. Our library is now open for
almost 80 hours a week. The
schedule now goes:
Mondays-Thursdays-7:30 a.m.10:00 p.m.
Fridays-7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturdays-1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sundays-2:00 p.m.-10:00.

Art Students
Capture Space
Space-trapped- in cages of
string, metal, wood, and plasticbas been the recent project of
Mr. Morrison's craft classes.
Being the class project for the
last several weeks, the space
cages, best described as an architectural decorations, are currently being displayed in the
third floor Art Gallery in Showalter.

Gamma Betas
Pledge Four
Gamma Beta Chapter of Tau
Beta Sigma, National Band Sorority, pledged four girls into the
sorority at the home of Mrs.
William L. Maxon. The four girls
taking the pledging degree were
Pam McKinney, Sena Jensen,
Phyllis Cork, and Janeen Thomas.

The Ski Club constitution was
presented and approved before
the end of the meeting but this
did not alter the violation of the
Travel Policy. Three different
representatives from the organization attempted to justify their
need for money but the matter
was referred back to Finance for
further unscrambling.
President, Reece Kelly, presented a report of the last meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Business matters which Kelly
considered worthy of Council
recognition included Board approval of a portrait of W. Sutton,
name plates for doors in the new
men's dorm, and the installation
of safety nets in the stairwell of
the new dorm. Kelly also announced that a history of the college would soon be available in
book form.
Kelly also took til)1e to counter
last WNk's Easterner coverage
of Council. He did not feel that
he had really "blasted" Counc'il
but made it clear that he felt
quite capable of doing so.

Recent disciplinary action in
the new men's dorm was brought

to Council's attention. Jim Nelsen said students in the recently
opened men's residence hall were
complaining about strict rules set
down by the hall director and
temporary student leaders. A
committee was appointed to revise the A. S. Constitution to accommodate Council representatives from that hall.
Mick Heacox, Easterner Editor,
addressed
Council concerni119
N.S.A. delegate approval. Heacox
said people were wondering why
Council wanted to approve delegates when only two people voted
at the last selection. Such mat-.
ters were previously decided by
the Executive Council but the
policy was changed just prior to
the recent N.S.A. Convention at
Ellensburg. Only two Council
members outside of the Executive
voted with the rest of the body
abstaining. No answer was given
to Heacox1 s question.

Rep-at-large Buzz Hatch gave
Council something to fret about
but Dean Hagie promptly relieved the group. Hatch wanted
to know if Cheney fire fighting
equipment was adequate for the
new dorm since the city does not
own a hook and ladder truck.
Hatch said it had been rumored
that the ., State Fire Marshall
would not approve the existing
conditions as being safe. Dean
Hagie informed the body that although the city had no means of
reaching the top of the building
by the outside, they were able
to take hoses a.nd necessary
equipment up to the top floor
from the inside. Materials · in the
structure are such that a fire
would not inhibit the firemen
from doing so since all materials
are highly fire resistant.

AMS-AWS Will
Hold Carnival
The annual AWS-TMS Carnival
wil be held in Saturday, February 8, after the EWSC-UPS
Basketball game. The Carnival
will be held in the dirt area of
the Fieldhouse. There will also be
a dance in the woruen's gym.
This year the carnival is being
set up by the Fun'n Fancy Shop
of Spokane and the various
booths will be rented by the campus organizations.
There will be additional booths
and food concessions by the various clubs.

The Kinnikinick

PORTRAIT

Photographers
will be in
The Capri Room Until 9 P.M.

Thursday, Jan. 30
For the Purpose of Taking
Student Teacher's Pictures

Cap and Gowns will be lurnished

.,,_,,__

Co"ant Report Will Not
New D1rm Enables Three «-1eU11r Affect EWSC Ed System
To Set Endurance Record
THE EASTERNER
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By Larry 4dams

On the night of 4anuary 22, at
10:15 p.m., Jim Flflton, Bernard
Buck and this reforter started
down from the fif floor of the
new dorm to get t,1 o "poorboys"
and a lousy maple bar.
At 2:05 a.m., we !arrived on the
first floor and w ~lked again in
the wide open spaces of the
lobby. We had been in the elevator for three hburs and fifty
minutes, a new co~legiate record.
Isn't progress wo~derful?

During that ti~e we did not
go unnoticed. For ~he first twenty
minutes I rang ~he emergency
bell, sending SO~, CQ, HELP,
and any other international morse
code I could think of before anyone got the message that we
were trapped .
But when they finally noticed
us . . ~ Oh boy! We had enough
amateur "Rescue 8" squads to
save a man in a /Paper canoe in
the middle of a !boiling lake of
lava. They were all very nice
people who were trying to help
. . . . but didn't. 1
We continued ,o sit, conversing with Mr. Gary Logan, Hall
Director, and Dave Manley, Hall
Manager, throu&h a two-inch
crack between tlte floor of the
elevator and the top of the firstfloor door.

..

Approximately one hour after
the time of imprisonment, Mr.
Marion . N. Surbef' k, Head af the
Physical Plant, arrived in a
flurry of sound and speed. But to
no avail. We sat on the· floor and
listened, hearing such encourag.1ng ph rases as " . I a II mg
. ht ... II
I I . . . 8•00t
• ...I I
.
omo rr
morning
and " . . . don't ~hink there's any
danger . . . "
s well as that
panic-causing phi_ase," . .. pillows
and blankets . . . "

,w
••
1

f

..

•

Soon our spirits soared as the
maintenance mah arrived on the
scene. "We'll hJve you out in a
jiffy," he said.
"Oh, yeah . . , sure," we muttered.
At this momeqt, the very depth
of depression, w~ heard the sandwich man outside. Through great
persistence and !endeavor, feeling
not unlike Floyd~ Collins, we had
poorboys pushed through the
above-mentioned space between
the elevator and the door.
Thus supplied with sustenance,
a little worse for wear, we settled
back for anothjr wait.
At this time our loca I police
force arrived ~n the scene-a
cool, efficient handsome young
Burns man (fit to thrill the heart
of any flutteri'1g young maiden,
but holding litt,e appeal for sixfoot males wit~ pit and c laustrophobia )-full of decisive plans for
action, involving John Wayne
type rescues ~nvolving jumping
from one elejator to another,
acetylene torc~es, . and probably
dynamite.

Muttering ur,der his breath at
the uncooperatjve attitude of the
management 1a nd participants,
the local con~tabulary went to
call the Secu11ity Police or the
Pentagon or something to the immense relief qf all concerned.
At this tim~, we received a
~ARE packagl: three pillows and
the blankets f om my bed. (Why
it had to b
my blankets 1
haven't yet d cided. EWSC owes
me a dry-cle~ning bill.)
We also refeived two empty
Coke bottles I and three paper
cups, in case
em_ergency. This
was very encouraging,
At 12:45 a. . we received news

pt

that the Oti Company, which
built the ele ators, was sending
a man out f om Spokane.
That was
condemned
pardon on th
ernor's Man
probably arri
We settled
minute:s.

ot unlike telling a
an there was a
way from the Govion, and it would
e In about a week.
to count the

Approximately 57 minutes later,
our saviour arrived. He spoke encouraging words iri a solemn
tone, like a doctor telling his patient, "You've got cancer, tuberculosis and athlete's foot, but
I can cure it." Very comforting.
But, good as his word, at exactly 2:05 a.m. by my reliable
Timex (it was still ticking), the
elevator began to move.
It stopped again.
For one long, agonizing minute,
we remained still. Then the doors
swung back and we were free.
We immediately ran to the
door, breathed the nice, fresh,
sweet, clean, free air and threw
snowballs at each other.
Our emotions released, we returned to the dorm, thanked our
saviour (the Otis elevator man)
by shaking his hand, (though we
felt not unlike kissing his ring)
and walked five flights up to our
respective beds.

And it'll be a cold day before
we get back in that elevator!

Gavaliers To
Host Speaker

6 p.m. Spurs Meeting, Tahiti
room
6 p.m. IK Meeting, Capri room
6:30 p.m. Bachelor Club Meeting, Faculty Lounge
6:30 p.m. Intramurals, Fieldhouse
7: 30 p.m . American Cancer Society, Science Auditorium
7 :30 p .m. Kappa Chi Lambda,
Tahiti room
8 :15 p.m. "The Rivalry", Showalter Auditorium
Thursday, January 30
9:30 a.m. Koffee Korner, Terrace rooms
6:30 p .m . Intramurals, Fieldhouse
,
6 :30 p.m. Student Council, Bali
Lounge
7 p.m. Cadet Capers, Science
Auditorium
8:15 p.m. "The Rivalry", Showalter Auditorium
Friday, January 31
8 p.m. Basketball at Tacoma,
EWSC vs. PLU
8:15 p.m. Chili Feed and Dance,
L. A. Hall
Saturday, February 1
9 p.m. Mixer, Bali Lounge

In 1963 a book was published
by a nationally known educator
that caused more concern in the
field of teacher education than
any book up to the p1:esenf time.
This book,The Education of the
American Teacher, (more popularly known as the Conant Report) was written by James Bryant Conant. This reporter attempted to find our faculty reaction to the book on this campus.
Phillip G. Altbeck said in a recent article that, "James Bryant
Conant probably wields more influence than any other figure on
the U.S. education scene." Conant
served as president of Harvard
University for 20 years and wrote
18 books that ranged in subject
from the influence of Thomas
Jefferson on American Education
to a very famous critque on the
comprehensive American high
school. He did not, however, gain
as much attention from all of his
previous books combined, as he
did from his most recent work.
Here are some of Conant's
ideas.

He maintains that student
teaching should be the only universal requirement imposed by
each state upon the colleges. Stu.
dent teaching gives the individual
the necessary experience that he
needs before he actually takes his
place in the education world.
Along with this comes the ideas
of preparation by the colloge of
the student. According to Conant,
the states should require all colleges to build up the best programs that they can think of and
..,en leave it up to the colleges to
pass only those students whom
the college will recommend.

Basketball
at
Bellingham,
EWSC vt WWSC
Monday, February 3
6 p.m. AWS, Tahiti room
7 p.m. Kappa Theta Chi, Capri
The Northwest college repreroom
7 p.m. French Club, Capri room
sentative to the Communist
Youth Conference at Vienna in Tuesday, February 4
9:30 a.m . Koffee Korner, Ter1959, David Sherman, will be the
featured speaker at the Gavaliers
race rooms
meeting, Tuesday, February 4.
11:40 a.m. Gaveliers, Tahiti
A former speech student under
room
6:30 p.m. Foreign Student RelaMiss Alice Moe and an alumnus
of Eastern, Mr. Sherman, is now
tions Committee, Tahiti room
6: 30 p.m. Intramurals, Fielda sales engineer for IBM Corporation in Spokane. Since his
house
Another point that he brings
trip to Vienna, he has spoken
6:30 p.m. Finance Committee, · out is that far too little time is
throughout the Northwest. He is
Faculty Lounge
devoted to the right kind of
also a member of the Tuesday
7 p.m . Cadet Capers, Science
methods courses. This is conMorning Toastmaster's Club in
Building
trary to the popular belief that
Spokane, and will offer sugges7:30 p.m. Sponsor Corps, San
Dr. Conant is against all methods
Juan-Vashon rooms
courses .
tions for the improvement of
Conant also believes that set:!Eastern's Gavaliers cJub. Mr. Wednesday, February 5
Sherman will also evaluate each
2:40 p.m. Excused Convocation,
ondary teachers should abandon
of the impromptu speeces given
Showalter Auditorium
the idea of a major and minor
by the members
6 P m. IK Meeting, Capri room
combination, and instead, shoul<i
The Gavaliers club is Eastern's
6 p.m. Spurs Meeting, Tahiti
concentrate all of their efforts in
version of the Toastmasters club.
room
their major area .
Its purpose is to give its mem6:30 p.m. Bachelor Club MeetDr. Jean Taylor, a mcmbC'r
bers skill and poise in impromptu
ing, Faculty Lounge
of the school's English departspeaking. Jerry Keefer, president
6:30 p.m. Intramurals, Fieldment said that she had not read
of Gaveliers, put it this way:
house
the entire book but had read sev'' Any fellow who is going into
7 p.m. Mu Phi Epsilon, Jamaica
eral excerpts and reviews. Asked
teaching, business or any other
room
about Conant's sugge$tion that
profession needs to become proteachers not bother with minors
ficient at impromptu speaking.
and concentrate on their major
The sooner he does so·, the less
areas, she said, "The minors that
painful it will be. If he invests
one works on in college aren't
an hour a week in Gavaliers, the
always useful and profitable to
process will be practically painthe student and the time spent in
Awarding of the Meritorium working on these minors could
less, while the experience will be
Award to Roger Graham was the be used more profitably in other
invaluable. That's a bargain.
All E.W.S.C. men who are inter- main feature of the music stu- areas." She qualified this stateested in hearing Mr. Sherman or dents' recital last Thursday.
ment, however, by saying that,
The award is a grant given "Schools want teachers t hat know
in gaining the valuable experience offered by Gavaliers are each month to a music major or as much as possible about their
cordially invited to attend the majors for their outstanding con- subject, but they don't want
meeting at 11:40, Tuesday, Febru- tributions to the Music Depart- teachers that are well read in
ary 4, in the Student Center ment. Graham is a member of only one subject. This leads to
the choir and the Collegians.
Tahiti room .
narrow-mindedness and does not
improve the quality of the
The five students featured in
teacher."
the recital were Lawana Jean
She also felt that it was unwise
Ern. t, soprano; Pearl Van Busto make student teaching the only
kirk, piano; Walter Ryals, tenor;
universal requirement for teachFormer Senator W. L. Sutton, Donald Parks, trombone and ers. She said, ''Many intelligent
after whom Sutto n hall was Karen Richardson, mezzo so- people may understand the ma.
named, is being committed to prano, Larry Smith, Pearl Van terial of their major extremely
•oils by Spokane artist S'Rae Buskirk and Dr. James Edmonds
well but at the same time be
Stronach.
Faculty me mber , wer<> accomvery inept at presenting the m .
In accordance with sc hool pol- panist.
teria I to children."
icy, the finished portrait of Sen•
ator Sutton, now deceased, will
occupy a place of prominence in
Sutton hall .
Sen. Sutton was principal of
the first grade school in Cheney
and second principal of EWSC.

Mr. William H. Drummond, a
member of the school's Education departinent said, "Student
teaching is the most important
element in undergraduate teaching because it indicates who
should go into the teaching profession. But the question comes
up who should the institution
recommend? At Eastern t he· Education department does most of
the recommending and must know
the student well enough to recommend him. This it does by getting
to knQw the student through the
education courses that he takes."
He _went on to say, ''Public
schools don't want cadet teachers that don't know ~mything
about their school system. Nor do
they want student teachers that
don't know how to work with
children or make lesson plans or
teach to a problem child."
When discussing the subiect of
majors and minors Mr. Drummond felt, "One major may, by
its nature be very narrow, while
another major be quite broad.
Whether a perr.on is broad or
narrow minded depends upon his
preparation."

He said, "Conant has used the
idea of having teachers with just
majors to aid in his drive for
consolidated schools."
He continued, "It would be
most impractical for Eastern's
teachers to concentrate on just a
major, because most of them
start out by teaching in a small
school where they must be a0le
to teach two or more subjects.
Drummond summed up his
comments by saying, Conant's
report won't effect the program
at Eastern because most of the
recommendations were incorporated in the teachers' plans in
this state that were laid down by
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Roger Graham
Is Honored

Sutton Oil Is
Nearly Ready

I

First, First Lady
The late Eleanor Roosevelt insisted on using public transportation most of her life, and would
occasionally even hitch a ride
with a stranger who offered her
a lift.

Authorized Keepsake Jeweler

SMITH JEWELERS

VISIT THE
WWP -

RESEAR(H

CENTER
Ta~e advantage of our
Research Center for a
wealth of information on
many topics, including
special historical and tech•
hical information on the
Electrical and
Natural Gas
industries.

THE WASHINGTON
WATER POWER CO.
General Offices, Spokano

Collegians
To Sing In

Lincoln Vrs. Douglas In
"The Rivalry" Tonight

Bremerton

LINCOLN COMES ALIVE to

the audience in Showalter auditorium this Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday, as Bud Drike portrays a facet from the life of the
"Great Emancipator", Abraham
Lincoln:
The coupling of artistic make-up
by director, Dr. Harold Stevens,
and Mrs. David Burr, and extensive research concerning time
and character by the cast and
costume director, Mrs. Pfuehler,
brings about a shockingly accurate account of one of the most
historic events known to the
American people.
To put on a play like Norman
Corwin's "The Rivalry", each
role gives birth to it's own unique
problem. "The great difficulty in
playing the role of Lincoln," according to Bud Droke, "is that
he is such a well known, great
man, uniquely pictured in the
minds of everyone. I hope to
achieve the true thoughtfulness
of this man, to show how much
he really did care."
Al Acock, as Douglas, compared the debate of the 1850's to that
of the 1960's in his statement "Debate of Lincoln's day varies little from what you see at tournaments today, with perhaps a bit
more spontaneous emotion shown
in the 1850's.'
Jackie Pierre, portraying Adele
Douglas, finds a difficult task in
"trying to be a Jackie Kennedy
of 1858."

Bud Droke as Abraham Lincoln
from the play "Rivalry", showing at E.W.S.C. January 29, 30,
and 31.

The actors approach, the staging, make-up and costuming, all
mold together a play unique to
the drama depart~ent at EWSC,
and is offered to the people of
this area at 8: 15 p.m. on J anuary 29, 30, and 31. It brings
alive not only a problem of yesterday but one that is a concern
to each and every American
today.

The 14-voice Eastern Washington State College "Collegians"
singing group, will make its first
appearance since returning from
a nine-week USO tour of the Pacific Command, in Bremerton
Friday.
The group, directed by Dr.
Ralph Manzo, left Sokane in midOctobet· and returned just before Christma . It presented concerts Lo military personnel in
Korea, Japan,
Formosa,
Iwo
Jima, The Philippines and Guam .
In Bremerton, the EWSC singers will present morning performances at, East and West High
Schools, and will be featured in
an afternoon color television program sponsored by the Bremerton Park Board.
Four Spokanites are members
of the "Collegians." They include Diane Florence, Walter B.
Ryals Jr., Trudy Thompson, and
Barron J. Tilton.
There are also four Bremerton students among the group.
These are Judy Barton, Marcia
Belden, ~aren Richardson and
Don Gicks.
Others are James L. Andrews,
Francis DeMierio, Roger Graham,
Nancy Luther, Dorothy Roberts,
and Ron Jones .
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ROTC Cadets
Are Promoted
Promotion of 32 Spokane area
men in the Reserve Officers
Training Corps at Eastern was
announced today.
Lt. Col. Edgar R. Fenstemacher, commander of the unit, listed
those advancing in rank as follows:
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel-Lavern M. Austin, Robert D. Morig
and Alex Woods Jr .
Cadet Captain-Stephen C. Bisset, John R. Reavis and Donald
J. Sheldon.
Cadet First Lieutenant-Robert G. Cartwright.
Cadet Master Sergeant-William P. Heaton and Bruce C.
Leibrecht.
Cadet Sergeant First ClassGail B. Adams, Don W. Behrman, Gary L. Dillon, James H.
Dostert, Larry A. Gillingham,
Roderick R. Hallinan, Harvey W.
Harala, Spencer J. Harris and
Douglas H. Hudson.
William C. Jaap, Ronald N.
Knoshaug, Michael E. Lehan,
Stephen R. Muench, Donald C.
Nelson , John C. Othmer, Preston
L. Pinller, Martin F. Seedorf,
Thomas R. Tharp, William V.

Demand For
Educators Is
Still High
Demands for teachers, although slightly less in 1963 than
in 1962, still continue at a high
level.
Ramond M. Giles, E.W.S.C.
placement director, in a report
for 1963, said that 10,443 teacher
vacancies . were listed with the
college.
In 1962, 10,714 vacancies were
listed.
The largest decrease was in the
number of administrative positions listed.
Shortage of qualified teachers
was noted in many areas, Giles
said.
In high schools, the largest unfilled demands were for teachers of English, foreign languages,
mathematics, science, commercial subjects and girls' physical
education.
Junior high school teachers of
language arts and social studies,
an~ of mathematics and science,
and girls' physical education
were in demand.
Timm, James R. Tutton, Tad L.
Wheeler, Julius C. White and
Charles E. Willman.

ROTC To Offer Flight Training
Eastern will have an Army Reserve Officers Training Corps
flight training program next
year.
Lt. Col. Edgar R. Fenstemcher,
ROTC commanding officer, said
the college has received approval
, to conduct the program, starting
with the 1964-65 cQllegc year, on
an extra-curricular .basis, and has
been approved by Dr. Don S.
Patterson, EWSC president.
Flight instruction will be given
in the Spokane area, Lt. Col.
Fenstemacher said, by instructors under contract to the VI
Army.
Qualified fourth year military
science cadets, members of the
presently established ROTC program, will be eligible for flight
training on a voluntary basis.

Object of this nationwide program, Lt. Col. Fenstemacher
said, is to train potential Army
aviators from among ROTC
cadets at especially selected civilian institutions.
The program will be conducted
in accordance with Federal Aviation Agency approved standardized flight instruction. The FAA
will administer certification of
instructors, flight checks, and
final qualifications, and will
maintain control of all flying
safety measures. .
To be eligible for the flight
training program, Lt. Col. Fenstemacher said, students, in addition to being fourth year cadets,
must have a high academic
standing, and meet prescribed
physical standards.·

Will
This
Be
You?

REMEMBER
,.,..

YOUR VALENTINE
With a gift from the Crescent. Whether it be
candy or something personal you will find many
suggestions to help you find the right gift for
that certain someone on your Valentine list, a
gift that will be most welcomed.

Have your Kinnikinick picture taken now!

'fHE

CRESCEN1~
DOWNTOWN & NORTHTOWN

Page 3

Time: Jan. 20-30, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: Capri Room
Dress: Men-Dark suits and ties; Women-Drape.
Price: Two poses for $1.00
Pictures will not be taken in the dorms. Be ,ere to have your
picture taken in the Capri Room.
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Leader Wanted

Run, Run, Run
Although Senator Goldwater's announcement to seek the GOP
nomination was met with great fanfare and enthusiasm, the chance·s
for his success are pretty dim. It doesn't seem the time is favorable
for a states rights candidate who could sweep the segregationist vote
of the Southern states. In the months before the Kennedy assassination,
Goldwater's strength reached its p~ak.
The Republicans were still dazzled by the possibilities of an almost
solid Goldwater South. Running against a moderate Texan, rather
than Kennedy, Goldwater would only be able to capture a few Southern states at best. And he would be snowed under in the big Northern
and Western states.
But there are two other reasons why Goldwater's star is on t he
decline. Before November 22, the Republicans could still visualize
a leader from the extreme conservative wing of the party who would
charge the Democratic party with both guns blazing. But since Dallas
the political attitude has changed. This is not the Era of Good Feeling,
but neither is it a time for bitter campaign.
The second reason seems even more decisive. The man who gets
nominated at a Presidential convention is on his way up not down.
The pre-Dallas Goldwater boom was up . But now Goldwater is down .
Goldwater surely must know the facts. He moved his announcement ahead several weeks because he was worried that his following
was falling away. He counts most on the fact that there is no Republican with a solid backing and the national political sex appeal who
can tie up the convention. He feels there is a political vacuum in the
Republican party, and he figures that anything can happen, and
rightly so.
Even if he should stumble and fail to receive the nomination, he
could still be in a position to control the nomination and decide who
is nominated. He will be the man the other candidates will have to
woo. They will have to avoid incurring his wrath.
Nelson Rockefeller, by every rule of political availability, should
have been the front-runner in the 1964 race. He has energy, experience, and ability. If he had not been married, the nomination might
now be his. But he broke the taboo and is losing ground. His remarriage only gave his lukewarm supi;>orts a good chanc~ to get out.
The present Republican situation is serious. The right wing of the
party has a leader with no real chance of surcess. The moderate wing,
under the watchful eye of Dwight Eisenhower, has become the carrier
of the party's fortunes, yet it has no irresistible leader.
Nixon cannot be taken seriously because he has lost his California
base and cannot establish a New York base. Besides, there are too
many adverse memories connected with Nixon.
Henry Cabot Lodge could come home from South Viet Nam with
some sound ideas or issues of the mess in that area. He could make it.
But he lacks the image of a national leader.
That leaves us with Governor Scranton. He has few enemies and
fewer handicaps. Right now he seems to be the man if the party leaders decide to back him.
-heacox

Officers For
New Residence
Are Announced
Eastem's new 12-story round
tower-type men's residepce hall
hasn't been . named yet, but officers representing the almost 400
students living there have been
elected.
Robert L. Carr, a senior, is
president; Gary R. Baugh, senior,
is vice president.
Also named as officers, Frank
H. Oberst, secretary and Jeffery
S. Beer, treasurer; James R. Fulton, and Jerry L. Link, co-social
chairmen and Jess M. Arledge,
athletic director.

Eight Attend
NSA Regional
Eight students attended a threeday convention on Civil Rights at
Central Washington State College
in Ellensburg, recently.
Those attending were: Dave
Smith, Ann Harding, Tony White,
Curt Leggett, Jim Morasch, Buzz
Hatch and John McClendon and
J amshid Khalili.
Delegations from all Northwest
member colleges attended the
meeting.
Workshops
and
discussions
periods were held. Several programs were decided ~pon and will
be put before the student body in
the coming weeks.

From the Registrar, Perrin Smith, a word to the wise: Monday,
February 3, is the last day to withdraw from a class without possible
penalty. Official withdrawal from class must be accomplished in the
office of the Registrar.
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·Public Notice
Performance of the Modern
Jazz Quartet, scheduled for Sunday, was cancelled due to lack
of ticket sales and area weather
conditions which made the presentation Impossible, according
to Activities vice-president Larry
Snyder.
Refunding of money will take
place tomorrow, Thursday, in the
information booth of the SUB.
Tickets must be presented for
refund.

Sounding Board
Dorm Dilemma

Big, Bad B-irchers

To 'the Men of the New Men's
Dear Editor,
Dorm:
Much has been heard both from
Fellow Studentsand
about the John Birch Society.
There seems to be a certain
I
would
like to bring to light
group in our dormitory that feel
some
of
the
views held by Robert
we are a group of irresponsible
juveniles. I refer to the small Welch, the Society's founder and
group that want to establish a leader, as expressed by him in
demerit system over us. This is The Blue Book of The John
essentially the same group that Birch Society. ". . . democracy
was constantly expressing its au- is merely a deceptive phrase, a
thority in Hudson hall last fall weapon of demagoguery, and a
perennial fraud . . . . The John
quarter.
Birch
Society will operate under
However, I am not saying that
completely
authoritative control
this group which advocates a
demerit system, is doing so only .lt all levels . . . . we cannot stop
of its own initiative. They are for parliamentary procedures
merely following the ill•given ad- or a lot of arguments among
vice of the one who wants more ourselves . . . . Whenever and
With all the new remodeling
authority
than he should be wherever, either through infiltragoing on in Hargreaves Library,
tion by the enemy or honest difgranted.
a person can hardly tell whether
ferences
of opinion, that loyalty
Before we will have a demerit
he's in the library or the Payless
system in our dormitory, it must ceases to be sufficient to keep
Drug Store.
be voted on and approved by us, some fragment in line, we are
Mr. Leon E. Whitinger, Direcnot going to be in the position of
tor of Hargreaves Library, stat-• the living group. We must not
having the society's work weakaccept it!
ed, "All the remodeling in the
ened by raging debates. We are
Until
last
quarter
in
Hudson
library is being done so that the
hall, a demerit system for male not going to have factions delibrary will be a better place for
students of EWSC was unprece- veloping on the two-sides-tostudying; a little more attracdented.
Are we a group of irre- eve·ry-question theme."
tive ; so the students will have a
sponsible high school st\ldents who
faster, safer, simpler check-out
These are just some of the to.
must have our hands slapped at
system; and so the library will
talitarian views held by the John
every turn? No!
be more convenient in every way.
Birchers. Their methods are even
I feel we are a responsible
When the work has been commore
unscrupulous:
"Highly
group of young men who are
pleted, patrons will pass under
placed secret Communists, or at
quite capable of maintaining sufthe covered steps, by the book
least workers for the Communist
ficient order ourselves. I do not
dump (for after hours), through
cause, is something with which
feel we need a demerit system
the front doors, and then through
we are absolutely loaded. And
administered by a few administhe turnstile (just like Payless
while proving that any one of
trative appointees, overseen by
has.) As they continue on they
them is or ever has been an acone who's only capacity should
will discover that the main card
tual Communist might be too
be
advisory.
catalogue, a new entrance to the
difficult, or even impossible,
Again I repeat, we must not
book stacks, the recreational
proving that the same man is a
allow a demerit system to be
reading section, and the checkworker for the Communist cause
established in our new dormitory.
out desk are all located on the
is a matter of the painstaking acJames A. Drager, Jr.
main floor. For everyone's concumulation of a tremendous
venience the reserve books will
number of details, and then of
Thanx AWS
be at the check-out desk."
selecting, merging, and comThe director also stated that
The Easterner
pressing until you have the propet
the main change was going to
EWSC
amount of material that yields
be in the check-out procedure.
Dear Editor,·
the greatest explosive power per
Instead of writing name and adGamma Theta chapter, Beta page." The fact that Robert
dress as done now, students will
Sigma Phi wishes to thank all Welch uses this method is very
be using their new student activithose women of the Associated clear after reading The Politician,
ties card (just like a regular
Women Students who so graci- in which he maintains that
charge plate.)
ously assisted them with their Dwight Eisenhower is a ComHargreaves Library is doing
annual Mother's March. Without munist.
big things these days. Why not
their help in canvassing the town
The John Birch, Society isn't
go in and take a look. You'll be of Cheney, the job would have
any
ordinary, hypocritical hate
amazed and pleased with what been very difficult.
group;
this is a well organized,
our library is beginning to look
We would particularly like to
dedicated
group of individqals
like.
thank Miss Ellora Martin, AWS
president for her part in securing that pose an ultimate threat just
the girls who assisted. It was a as great as Communism. This
pleasure to have worked with all country can lose its freedom just
as surely onder the irresponsi~
Last day to register for Asso- of you.
ble radical right as it can under
Sincerely,
ciated Student Off ices is next
Communism.
Mrs. Merritt Johnson
Monday, February 3.
George Sparks
Corresponding Secretary

Hargreaves

Busy With
Remodeling

Public Notice

Card - Carrying Cclst Culprits

··••Opl•lo•

My Two Cents Worth
lty Dorla Nicholson
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A.WS Elections Will Be Held This Quarter
-

The AsSQciated Women Students
will be electing a new president,
vice-president, secretary and
treasurer. The election will be
held on March 2, with a General
Meeting following. The Sophomore Co-ed of the Quarter, Spur
of the Quarter, and recipients
of the two Working Girl Scholarships will · be announced.
Monday, February 24, will be
the nomination meeting, held in
Senior hall. It has been the
policy of the .AWS Council to
nominate two worthy girls for the
four offices and then at a general
meeting, the floor is open for
nominations. In this manner,
every girl is able to nominate a
girl of her choice .
The president and vice-president may be any AWS member
who has been regularly enrolled
at EWSC for six or more quarters
prior to her term of office. She
must have junior standing and a
minimum of a 2.5 cumulative
gr.ade point average.

The secretary and treasurer
,hall be any AWS members who
have been regularly enrolled for
three or more quarters at EWSC
prior to their terms of office.
They. must have Junior stal)ding
and a cumulative grade point
average of 2.25 by the time they
take office.
All other officers shall be any
AWS members who have been
regularly enrolled two or more
quarters at EWSC with a cumulative grade point average of 2.25
prior to their terms of officP

QUESTION: WHAT ARl1 YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT TH& VERDl~T
lN tHE GOLDMARK TftlA~?
JIM SIMPSON: (Freshman) and I think that it's high time
"Just because the jury ha~ that others stood up to be countawarded Goldmark $40,000 does ed against the radical right."
LARRY R. VANDERVERT:
not close the case in my mind.
H the defendants ( Canwell, (Sophomore) "I believe the verCaron, et. al.) were guilty, then dict entered in the Goldmark case
I feel they couldn't have awarded to be in the finest keeping of the
Goldmark enough. The slander American judicial system. Woe
the defendants heaped on Sally be unto the system that does not
Goldmark, alone, should have protect the innocence of the
been worth $40,000. Character as- falsely-accused individual.''
BARRY M. MILLER: (Freshsassination can almost never be
undone. Goldmark has his money, man) "I feel that the outcome of
and to some degree his honor the Goldmark Trial is a prime
back. But what about his seat in example to our Nation, if not to
the House of Representatives, or the entire world, of the type of
more important, the question that judicial system which every
will always remain (even I am American citizen may eventually
still wondering about some of the participate in, for in ·our sqciety,
questions raised in defendant's a man is truly innocent until
testimony) about his loyalty? The ,proven guilty.''
defendants surely knew that once
a question is raised about a per- Snyde Remarks
son's loyalty, a doubt will always
remain in people's minds, no matter what a jury says. Forty
thousand dollars is a pretty
cheap price for a man's ·honor."
KAY KOBER: (Junior) "I was
Time on your hands, a high gardless of the direction to
most pleased with the verdict.
GPA
to carry you through the which you are academically oriThat an American citizen's rights
can be infringed upon by the year and almost no common ented, Student Government will
words of any "pressure group" sense: these are the qualifications provide valuable experience and
is against every precept upon for a prospective .Associated Stu- a source of personal satisfaction
which our C.onstitution is based. dent Body Officer. I know, these to round out your college carInfluence of voters by fear in- are properties I have ended up eer." Jim Nelsen, Executive Vice
stead or" fact should be recognized without. I don't mean to discour- President said, "A college graduand overcome by everyone. That age anyone from tossing their ate can use all the support he
this "emotionalism" was refuted· hat in the political campus ring, can get when applying for that
by the jury is a :victory for the but just remember your head is first job, and a student body ofin the hat.
American people."
fice is as fine a reference as you
The work of an officer is var- can get."
JOE WEBER: (Senior) "Very
good! Maybe now the days of ied and diversified. The emotional
I don't know what Mr. Kelly,
"witch hunting", etc., may be stress and strain reaches the A. S. President attributes his
drawing to a close. Let us hope point of insanity with no hope. interest and success to, but my
that a precedent has been set. Tools for the offices are compara- guess would be persistance and
I am only sorry that the. settle- ble to a basketball team with no luck.
ment could not have been more. basketball. Time is the only
Either way, ~ prospective ofLet us see that those who are to ample commodity that you have. ficer considers his decision, the
be self-appointed pressure groups If you have the time, the office student must realize that this
will now be prepared to "put will take it. This has been my ex- position holds both detriments
their money where their mouths perience as Social Activities and valuable advantages. In my
are." Even though the verdict Vice-President.
present state of sanity, may I
"H you really desire an office wish these ventureous students
was in favor of Mr. Goldmark,
his political career has very defi- in Student Government you should "good luck and good will."
nitely been injured. It is a sorry have an interest in some phase
IJrry Sny•r
state of affairs that leave this of our present organization. Reman permanently injured after
his battle has been won."
CHUCK DOWNING: (Senior)
"I feel that the real importance
of this . verdict lies not in the
pecuniary awards, but rather in
the greater principle in question.
Each citizen is entitled to redress
for vicious and damaging slander.
I hope that this verdict will, in
In a recent study .made by Dr.
some degree, establish a preceStudent teachers are expected
James
Conant,
it
was
found
that
c:J~nt for future litigation of .this
to follow the same rules and
the ·o ne experience in professional regulations as other teachers in
type. I also hope that this will
education whi.c h everyone agreed the building where they are asserve to discourage irresponsible
should be retained was student signed. They must adjust outside
character defamation by extreme
teaching.
Prospective employers work schedules so that these do
political elements."
IRVING TERANISHI: (Senior) express greater confidence in the not interfere with their teaching
"I believe that the verdict was student teacher evaluation reports and extra-class responsibilities.
fair. The settlement of the issue than in any other evidence to be A work permit must be obtained
from the Director of Student
on whethier Goldmark was not found in the placement file.
More than 250 students com- Teaching by any student who exelected because of being labeled
a Communist is debatable. In an pleted the student teaching re- pects to work more than 10 hours
interview he stated that vre should quirement last year. It is interest- per week.
• A pilot project was initiated
debate the issues and not the ing to note that over half of these
did
their
student
teaching
during
during fall quarter by Dr. Mercer
personality of the people campaigning, As a representative of winter quarter. About one per involving four student teachers at
cent of the students who begin Cheney High School. These stuthe people, I think that he should
the student teaching experience dents spent four days each week
be willing to be examined as a
person as well as on his beliefs a re likely to fail. This prediction in their student teaching assignin order that we can determine is based upon an analysis of the ments and one day on campus
bow he will react in all situ- data which has been collected with their supervisor.
during the past five years. The
Those who participated followed
ations."
GAIL W. BOCK: (Freshman) most common cause of failure is the course outline for post-stu"I think it was unfair, I think inability on the part of .the stu- dent teaching workshop on the
they should have gotten more dent to profit from suggestions day spent on campus, thus commoney. This era is frequently made by his college supervisor . bining this course with student
teaching. They expressed their
scattered with "witch hunts". and supervising teachers.
Every
teacher
with
whom
belief that this was a very satisThe popular mode of getting rid
of someone ia to )rand them a Eastern places student teachers factory experience.
Communist. These tactics have must be willing to accept this rebeen. \lied quite aucceasfully by sponsibility. Most teachers who
the Jobn Birch Society. I think it have had a student teacher ask
la wron1 for any man or· ooup for more. In a few cases where
The edltoriall ill The Eaaternu
students
did
not
do
well,
teachexpress the optmon of tbe editor.
of men to set themaelvea up aa
moral Judcea and deeide for UI ers have said they would not ac- 'Ibey are written eJther by him or
bJ staff wrlten with Ida appnv1I.
JlolJ.we aboedd tblDk. lly beartlut cept another.
eaaratalatloDI to . . Go1dmarb

ASB - Anyone

Student Teaching
Program At EWSC

The AWS constitution requires
a minj.mum of 30 percent of the
AWS member to vote in ord~
for the election to be considered
valid.
A 30 percent vote is also required for a valid election of the
living
group representatives.
These representatives are to be
elected late in Winter quarter.
It has also been requested that
there be two additional representatives to the AWS ·Council.
These would be an Off Campus
and Commuter representatives.

0a

with

Mu91m!man

(Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek.")

THE INNER MAN
College is fun and frolic and fullfillment-except for one
melancholy omission: we don't get to enjoy Mom's home
cooking. (In my own undergradua~ days, curiously enough, I
did not undergo this deprivation; my mother, a noted cr9sscountry runner, was never home long enough to cook a meal
until her legs gave out last Arbor Day.)
But most of us arrive at college with fond gastric memories of
Mom's nourishing delicacies, and we are inclined now and then
to heave great racking sighs as we . contemplate the steam
tables in the campus cafeteria. Take, for an extreme examplt,
the case of Finster· Sigafoos.
Finster a freshman at one of our great Eastern universities
(Oregon State) came to college accustomed to home _cookin~ of
a kind and quantity enjoyed by very few. Unttl entenng
college, Finster had lived all his life in Europe, where his father
was an eminent fugitive from justice. Finster's mother, a
natural born cook, was mistress of the haute cuisine of a dozen
countries, and Finster grew up living and eating in the Continental manner.
He arose each morning at ten and breakfasted lightly on figs,

1JIY mofher Wa5 a1/dd cro;, ca11r!lrY r11-nner
hot chocolate, and brioche. (lt 'is interesting to note, incidentally that brioche was named after its inventor, perhaps the
greatest of all French bakers, Jean-~laude Brioc~e (1634-1921)._
M. Brioche, as we all know, also mvented cro1888,nts, French
toast, and-in a curious departure- the electric razor. Other
immortal names in the history of breadstuffs are the German,
Otto Pumpernickel (1509-1848) who invented pumpernickel
and thus became known to posterity as The Iron Chancellor
the two Americans William Cullen Raisin (1066-1812) am ·
Walter Rye (1931-1932) who collaborated on the invention 01
raisin rye; and, of course, Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875)
who invented Danish pastry).
·
But I digress. Finster, I say, breakfasted lightly at ten a..m.
At eleven a.m. his Mom brought him his elevenses. At twelve
she brought him his twelveses. At 1 :30 she served l\is lunch:
first a clear broth; 'then a. fish course (porgy and bass); then an
omelette; then the main course- either a saddle of lamb, an eye
of sirloin, or a glass of chicken fat; then a salad of escarole; and
finally a lemon souffle.
At three p.m. Mom served Finster low tea, a.t five p.m. high
tea, and at ten p.m. dinner- first a bowl of petite mannite (she
trapped the mannites herself); then a fish course (wounded
trout) ; then an omelette of turtle eggs; then the main coureeeither · duck with orange or a basin of farina; then a salad of
unborn chicory; and finally a caramel mousse.
And then Finster went off to college, which reminds me of
Marlboro Cigarettes. (Actually it doesn't remind me of Marlboro Cigarettes at all, but the makers of Marlboro pay me to
write this column and· they are inclined to get surly if I fail to
mention their product. Mind you, I don't object to mentioning
their product- no sir, not one bit. Marlboro's flavor is flavorful, the filter filters, the soft pack is soft, the Flip-Top box flips,
and the tattoo is optional. Ma.rlboros are available wherever
cigarettes are sold in all fifty states of the Union. Next time
you're in the U.S.A., try a pack.)
But I digress. We were speaking of Finster Sigafoos who went
from Continental dining to dormitory feeding. So whenever
you feel sorry for yourself, think of Finster, for it al.ways lifts
the heart to know somebody is worse off than you are.

•

•

•
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we. tta. maken of Marlboro. can't•• a,ta.flNr Bu.roflMn
food beat• oun, but Ilda .,. l,eU.oe: Amer_.• ef..,.,ta
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_P_i_ra_t:_e_s_''_K_e_e_l_-H---'---aul'' Savages
On Second Thought ~:!M~t~hop AsVictory
Is Hard Fought
"Bues" Record Sweep

SPRING TRAINiNG?

Mike McAtee

With the new year comes a bright outlook for the 1964 baseball
squad. Head coach Ed Chissus i asking that any interested candidates
for the upcoming season contact him in the fieldhouse as early as
possible.
Chlssus is welcoming back the remnants of the squad that captured the Evergreen Conference Championship in 1963 and is optimistically looking for another strong year.
Already listed as potential candidates is a battery of 10 pitchers
and 5 catchers, plus a returning infield of proven caliber.
The coaching staff has been considerably strengthened with the
addition of Jack Spring who is the legal property of the Los Angeles
Angels of the American League. Spring's loss at Spring training time
will be sorely noted.
ON SECOND THOUGHT?

"Red" Reese came up with his own " On Second Thought" last Saturday night. The first half of play in the Eastern-Whitworth encounter
·was marked by almost anything but continuity of play. The first period
was highlighted by rough play, poor deefnse, and an altercation at
mid court that sent both benches onto the floor.
Reese's after thought came in the closing minutes of play in the
first period when he brought Vince Jarvis of fthe bench. Jarvis, with
the help of Dar Monasmith's second half scoring spree, brought a
certain degree of stability to the Savages attack at both ends of the
court. Jarvis finished the game with 18 points and several crucial
rebounds.

The Eastern Savage wrestling
team lost a match for the first
time in Inter-collegete competi-.
tion. Mr. Brent Wooten 's matmen
lost to the Missionaries from
Whitman college by a score of
18 to 10 at Walla Walla.
The results of the match were:
123: Bob Santesson (E) pinned
Elliott Parks (W), 1:30 second
round. 130: Roger Brown (W) dee .
Lynn Keuhn ( E) 6-4. 137: Richard
Kelly (W) dee. Ron Chatburn (E)
8-6. 147: Jim Lucke (W) dee.
Dave Harris (E ) 7-0. 157: Jack
Hestor (E) pinned Dave Williams
2: 40 third round. 167 : Gary
Haynes (W) dee. Jim Heiydt (E)
3-0. 177: Bill Hilger (W) dee. Curt
Byrnes (E) 7-5. Unl.: Tom Reich
(W) dee. Emile Lebvre (E) 4-2.
Exhibition match:
Mike Montaney (E) dee. Bob
Martin {W) 5-0. Steve Owens (W)
dee. Marty Nance (E) a-2.

By Mike McAtee

The Whitworth Pirates made it
two straight Conference victories
over Eastern Saturday night as
they posted a hard fought 81-77
victory.
The first half was marred by
rough play and loose def!msive
play. The soft jump shot of forward Joe Allen kept the Savages
within striking distance in the
first period. At the intermission
the "Whits" held a 44-36 advantage.
The second half of play was
filled with offensive fireworks.
The Savages, who did not hold
the lead throughout the first half,
and most of the second, fought
back behind the play of Dar
Monasmith to grab the lead 6261 with 9: 38 remaining in the
game.

Monasmith scored 14 points
during the second half. At one
point he scored 9 straight for the
Savages and pushed them to
their largest lead of the evening,
67-61.

The final three minutes of the
contest spelled the difference
for the Eastern quintet. Repeated ball handling mistakes plus
several last minute fouls put the
Pirates ahead to stay at the
game's end.
MQttasmith finished the evening as the game's leading
scorer with 24 points. However,
the night's surprise performance
was turned in by Vince Jarvis.
The veteran center played little
more than half the contest and
garnered 18 points and several
crucial rebounds.

SAVAGES GAIN NOTICE

Poor coverage of Eastern's athletic program by local news medias
took on new significance last week. Following the Eastern-Gonzaga
basketball game in which the Savages almost pulled the "shocker" of
the season, the Seattle Times, in a small one-column story:,_gave the
Savages more recognition than could their Spokane counterparts in
a larger but meaningless account.

Mr. Point Getter.

.

Many Honors Prove

Griffit:h Is Champ
Evergreen Conference Champion, Most Valuable Player, Athlete
of the Year, and a fourth place finish in the 1963 NAIA National
Swimming Championships are the qualifying tributes to the statement
by swimming coach Steve Stratton that Dick Griffith is the greatest
diver that has ever competed for Eastern Washington .State College.
To most, such a tribute might well prove to be a liability instead
of an asset, but to the quiet, soft spoken Griffith it is merely shrugged
off at its mention.
As a native of Spokane he was graduated from North Central High
School in 1957. Although he has competed in swimming and diving
events for 16 years he attributes a two-year-visit to Hawaii while a
member of the armed services as the real basis for his diving accomplishments.

.

Swimmers Drop
Initial Meet
Coach Stratton's swim team lost
their first home swimming meet
of the season Friday to the University of Idaho.
Dick Griffith once again took
first place in the diving competition. Rick Sanford took first in
the 200 yard breast stroke event
and placed second in the 200 yard
individual medely event.
Rex Eads took second place in
diving.
The Savages took home first
place honors in the medely relay
event.
This Friday Eastern will host
teams from Western Washington
State College and Whitworth in
an Evergreen conference meet.

Less Mishaps
For Eastern
If you've been thinking of cutting a fancy dido or two on the
Tawanka Commons you'll be interested to know that your
chances of surviving such a feat,
unabashed and un-a-bruised are
a little better this year than last.

According to accident report
figures for 1962-63, mishaps
around the EWSC campus totaled
157. The previous school year,
students racked up 158 accidents.
Numerically, this is a decrease
by only one mishap, but actually,
a greater decline is represented
due to increased school enrollment.

In a varsity sport that is credited with little recognition on
Eastern's Campus, Griffith has gained the plaudits of sports enthusiasts across the state. He notched first-place finishes in both the 1
meter and 3 meter diving events in last year's Evergreen Conference
Championships, and shortly thereafter was selected by his own teammates for the squad's annual Most Valuable Player, an award some
athletes hold above all others.
With the Conference Championship Griffith had proven beyond
a doubt to be the finest small-college diver in the area. An invitation
to compete in the NAIA National Championships representing Eastern
and the Evergreen Conference is a novel tribute to any athlete. He
once again proved the notices received from the Northwest were not in
error. Competing with the nations top divers he finished fourth in both
the 1 meter and 3 meter diving events.
Recognition for the 23-year-old Spokane diver is now being given
from across the nation. At the end of the year an Eastern Alumni
group awarded Griffith the Athlete of the Year Award. This came in
the :ake of a year that Eastern claimed Conference Championships
in seball, tennis, as well as individual honors in track.
Griffith is now a junior and once again in the middle of the Evergreen Conference swimming season. The Savages have dropped their
f.irs'l. five outings due to a lack of team depth, but Griffith has once
again proved to be "Mr. Point Getter" as he is undefeated going into
sixth week of competition.

Dean of Students, Daryl Hagi,
observes that, "from experience,
this is not out of line with past
years- if anything, people are
getting more safety conscious."
The breakdown would seem to
indicate that fall is indeed the
"fall" season at EWSC and that
P. E. and the dorms take the
prize for locus happerandi :
Type Accident

Fall

P.E.
14
Gymnastics &
tumbling (P.E.) O
Gymnastics ( practice
sessions)
2
Intramurals
9
Dorms & Campus
Bldgs.
14
J.V , & Varsity
sports practice
5
In classes
10
Miscellaneous
15
66

Vince Jarvis beats a Pirate and scores.

Gymnasts Come From Behind
To Hand WSU Close Defeat

Eastern Washington's powerful gymnastics team overcame an
early disadvantage in Pullman
Saturday to defeat Washington
State University 69-59.
Eastern fell behind in the first
four ev nts overcame the deficit
in th Long Horse event taking
Win. Spg.
1st, 2nd, and 4th places to pick
16 11
up 12 points to WSU 4. In the
next event, the parallel bars ,
4
6
Eastern also took 1st and 2nd to
builcf on to their lead.
1
1
The Savages were led by Steve
11
2
Woodward, who scored 20 of the
team's 69 points. Woodward is
10
11
former Washington State High
School a ll around Stat Champion
4
2
in 1960.
1
7
4Eastern won three ev nts .
7
7
--Woodward won both the 1'rampo
line, and the Long Horse events
77 44
and Chuck Messenger placed first

in the parallel bars.
· The Savage's go on the road
this weekend tra vcling to Eugene ,
Oregon, to meet the University
of Oregon .
The first three places in each
event were: ~"ree Exercise :
Rehnstron (WSU), Wallac (E),
Lazzar ( E ). Side Horse:· Miller
(WSU), Woodward (E), Rchnstrom (WSU). Trampoline: Woodward (EJ, Parr (WSU), Penny
(WSU). Horizontal Bar: Rehnstrom (WSU), Brown (E), Miller
(WSU). Long Horse: Woodward
(E), Reise (E), Parr (WSU).
Parrell Bars: Messenger (E),
Woodward
(E),
Rchnstrom
(WSU). Still Rings : Rc}mstrom
(WSU), Bryan (E), Brown (E)
Tumbling : Rehnstrom (WSU ),
Reynolds (E), Wallac (E) .
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Mrs. Fenstemacher chuckles as Perry points out his favorite novel,
a copy of Lady Chatterly's Puppy.

Perry likes to be surrounded by good-looking girls. He can't stand
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bunch of "dogs" in his office.

It Should Happen To ADog
Rescued from the Spokane City
Dog Pouna in November, the
astute looking basset hound
pictured on this page serves as
mascot for Epsilon Sigma Fraternity. Along with his mascatorial duties, " Per icles" audits
numerous courses in the Science
Building and Showalter ball. The
precoc-ious pooch also pays an
occasional social call to the Dean
and the President.
Perry is a big morale factor
around the Ep Sig house. His
varied pranks af\d antics are
more than typical dog . .His well
practiced howl is a signal to the
fellows that he wants their undivided attention. A typical day
for Pericles begins with a large
breakfast of raw eggs and ha mburger. He then pads off to visit
a couple of his favorite classes.
After an hour or so of intellectual
pursuit (and sometimes pursuit
by an irate instructor), Perry

usually adjourns to the House for
a two-hour nap. As the fellows
start returning from classes he
arises to check the happenings
of the day.
Lunch is followed by another
outing and more social calls.
After a liesurely dinner P erry
usually r etires for a little light
reading. His evening goes undisturbed until the arrival of the
S~ndwich Man at which time he
demands in a loud voice that he
be fed. "If you guys wanta study,
it's gonna cost ya!"
Perry is fast becoming in institution here at Eastern but we
don't know how long it will last.
He's been getting some pretty
spicy letters from a French
Poodle at Stanford, and every
now and then he gets that fa r
away look in his eye. A liberal
interpretation of his canine optics
might indicate that our hound is
going south for the winter.
Perry doesn't mind sitting on Council, but when he has to cast the tie-breaking vote he just goes all to
pieces.

-Photos by
Buzz Hatch

/

Perry doesn't mind putttng In his regular shift
much."

H

KEWC DJ, but he finds the Humonltes disks "too

Instructing classes would be all right If lectures wouldn't always be
Interrupted by question .
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Cheney Girl Describes
Outbreak In Canal Zone

Eastern' s Weather Station
Provides Jobs And Training

By Jack Pierce

A Cheney girl now living in
seething Panama has described
the outbreak of rioting against
North Americans in the Canal
Zone as "the longest day of my
life."

Want to be a weatherman?
Well you can start right here. EWSC has a weather station with
a variety of equipment and a course in meteorology for interested
students.
The need for meteorologists far understand what produces these
outweighs the number of students things so that longer range and
graduating from US colleges and more accurate forecasting is
universities today, according to possible, and do research in weaFrancis J. Schadegg, chairman, . ther control which is frequently
Department of Geography-Geo- known as weather modification.
The popular conceptions recogology.
nize
such· terms as "rainmaking"
He said meteorologists are
anrl
~torm control and "prevenb "y needed by the U E Air
Force, missile people, commer- tion."
cial air lines, and industrial firms.
Other businesses, such as large
department stores, have hired
meteorologists for accurate forecasting of weather to anticipate
window displays. Large fuel or
oil companies also employ meteorologists.
Research being conducted by
private and public institutions absorb a great many meteorologists. These are but a few of the
career opportunities offered to
the graduate student in the field.

She is the former Kathleen
Steen, daughter of Mr. and Mn.
Warren Steen, 1209 Ash. She is
married to Edward F. Praxel of
Spokane Valley, who attended
West Valley High School and
Eastern Washington State College.

Praxel is now teaching in an
elementary school in Balboa. The

Graduate and undergraduate
work include such areas as weather modification, radar meteorology, weather forecasting and
satellite meteorology .

The student planning to enter
this field should plan to have at
least 30 to 35 hours of mathematics, 20 hours of physics, some
of his general education courses
and about 10 to 15 hours of introductory work in physical geography and weather and climate by
the end of his sophomore year.

Employment
Situation
Still Good
In an interview on January 23
with Mr. Arden E. Berg, head of
the Personnel Department, Mr.
. Berg stated, "At this time there
are no jobs available through
this department.'
Possibly, if you were planning
on applying for a full or part-time
iob, the above statement sounds
discouraging, but dont let this
stop you from applying for th•
position. Although there are currently 100 applications on file
now, there are n w lobs coming
In every day.

The greatest number of new
jobs are at the beginning of summer quarter as you usually have
an entirely new group of students
on campus. The lowest time of
employment is during winter
quarter. For the month of November, the Personnel department handled between three and
four hundred students.

This shows Mr. Sch•-- pointing out some of the equipment
used in compiling weather data.

From left is a Barograph, Thermograph and a Micro Barograph. ·

The weather bureau offers summer employment opportunities at
various weather bureau stations
in the Pacific Northwest for students who have an interest in
weat~er science. Their hope is
that people will be interested in
careers in meteorology, but there
is no obligation to continue because of the summer work.

For a student to complete
graduate and u·n dergraduate work
in meteorology, Schadegg said, it
would be advisable of him to
transfer to such schools as the
UW or Oregon State university,
where he could get into advanced
calculus, general physics and
thermo dynamics.

EWSC has had, since 1961, two
or three students who have
worked for the weather bureau
stations, and Mr. Charles Orwig,
a former student here is continuing his undergraduate study of
meteorology at the University of
Washington.

The study of meteorology, like
other sciences, is based on collection of data and its analysis.
The data-collecting instruments
at EWSC include both measuring
and recording instruments to
measure soil temperatures, both
on surfaces and depth, surface
air temperatures, winds, moisture content of air, precipitation
data, records of sunshine, barometric pressures and moisture
evaporation rates.
The course includes speakers to
cover such things as radar
meteorology, satelljtes as meteorological instrument and upper air
data collecting instruments such
as radiosonde.
Students also make • variety
of visitations for observation of
electronic equipment at the US
Weather Bureau station at Gei. .r Field. They also do some
work OI\ drawing and analysis of
weeffler charts.

The aim of meteorology is to
understand what takes place to
produce the daily weather; understand physical properties of air
as it relates to its motion, temperature and moisture properties;

• • • •

"The field of the atmospheric
sciences is one of the more wideopen fields of study for students
interested in scientific careers.
Excellent fellowships are available for those able to compete,
and employment opportunities far
exceed the number of people
being graduated with graduate
degrees," Schadegg concluded.

Highest Cancer Rate

To apply for a fob, contact Mr.
Berg in Rm. 116 in Showalter and
fill out the provided application
form. The type of jobs the Department handles are: clerical
work, custodial and grounds work,
work in the cafeteria, etc.

In applying for clerical work,
one ~ust take the following tests,
covermg some of the most important facets of clerical work:
1. Pass a ten minute typing
test, averaging forty words per
minute, and with less than one
error per minute.
2. Pass a fifty word spelling
test of words commonly used in
office work. The words are taken
from list provided by the National Office Management Association.
3. Be able to take shorthand
at 80 words per minute.
4. Type letter from rough draft
and take several letters in shorthand to satisfaction of person administering test.
Currently the wage scale is one
dollar per hour; however, every
effort is being made to raise the
hourly wage to a rate comparable
to the job responsibilities.

couple left Spokane last July,
driving the· length of the Pan
American H_ighway to the Canal
Zone.
Mrs. Praxel, in a letter written
to her parents following the flag
raising incident at Balboa High
School · which ignited the rioting,
said: "Everyone is glued to the
radios and its been the longest
day.,,
Although the letter was air mail
and postmarked Jan. 10, it was
not received here until last Thursday as mail service was disrupted by the U.S.-Panamanlan
dispute.

Her husband was leaving the
Canal Zone to go into Panama for
a meeting when he learned of the
rioting and closure of the borders, Mrs. Praxel related.
"Within the next half hour rioting occurred and fires were being
set up and down the border,'' she
said. "We drove up to a vantage
point to watch and we could hear
the gun fire and rioting and saw
the Pan American Airways building go up in flames," she wrote.
She said her husband went
closer to the rioting and came
back remarking: "It was really
something to see-the thousands
of Panamanians lined in the
street, throwing rocks and shouting and screaming, "Yankee go
home."

Her mother said the letter
opened with these remarks: "All
night long planes and 'copters
were flying over and this afternoon we heard some kind of
shooting from somewhere. All
schools are closed and probably
will remain so until this is settled-you've probably heard more
news than we have as the only
English-speaking station we can
get is the military and the news
is quite limited on it."
"Where I was," she continued,
"big armored tanks were rolling
by and trucks full of troops went
tearing down the street. Overhead a small plane was circling
with its' lights out, telling all
Panamanians to get home and
all Canal Zone residents to go
back home and stay there."
She said she and her husband
.returned home where they were
"sort of confined to quarters"

Interviews
Mr. Robert Quiggle, Supt. of
Schools, Colville, Washington, will
be on campus February 4, 9 a.m.,
to interview candidates for this
coming school year. Known vacancies at present are: high
school-English; business education; and grade school vacancies
in the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 6th grades.
Mr. Richard F. Brown, Asst.
Supt., Clark County School District, Las Vegas, Nevada, will be
on campus February 5, 9 a.m.,
to talk with prospective teacher
candidates interested in teaching in their district.
Mr. William R. Lee, Asst. Supt.,
El Monte School District, El
Monte, California, will be on
campus February 5, 9 a.m., to
interview elementary teacher
candidates. They have vacancies
in their district in the 1st grade
through the 8th grade.
Appointments for . interviews
with respresentatives of the above
listed school districts may be
made through the Placement Of.
£ice, S 106.

and that during the night "two
Canal Zone policement" guarded
their area.

Add a sophisticated flair
to your Valentine message
with a Ha 11 "1 a r k Crown
Valentine from our com-

plete selection ..• They're
, Timely as Today .•• Fresh
as Tomorrow.

OWL PHARMACY
CHENEY, WASH.

JACK'S AAA
S'ERVICE GARAGE
TOWING AND AUTO REPAIR

215 First Street, Cheney, Wash.
Phone 235-6573
Nights Phone 235-6298 or 235-4468

The island of Jersey in the
Mr. Berg, in a closing stateUnited Kingdom has the highest
per-capita use of tobacco in the ment said, "I wish there were
world. It also has the world's many more jobs available for stuhighest incidence of male lung dents here at Eastern.''
cancer.

Coming To The

PIX THEATRE
Winter Art Series

THE TRIAL

. FEB. 2, 3, 4

2% DISCOUNT

Orson Welles' film version of Franz Kafka's bitter impressionistic novel will be acclaimed by the serious minded for its
striking surrealistic settings, its insight into totalitarianism and
its invisive portrayals by Anthony Perkins, Romy Schneider, Elsa
Martinelli and Welles himself.
"A film of infernal brilliance, perhaps the most exciting picture Orson Welles has made. He is one of the greatest talents
that ever looked through a lens. "-Time magazin~.

ON ALL NEW PARTS
FOR FACULTY AND
STUDENTS WITH

Bob Hope In MACHELOR'S PARADISE & FLIPPER
Jan. 30 • 31 & Feb. 1

ASB CARDS

Doors Open 6:45 p.m. - Show at 7 p.m.
One Show Only
Faculty $1.00
Students 75c

